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The Future Of Auto Paint Protection

New developed product for auto paint protection. Using "AdvancedReactive Acrylic PTFE
technology"

(PRWEB) November 8, 2002 -- Auto dealerships are now being offered a revolutionary paintwork protection
system that keeps cars looking absolutely pristine, at all times. This specially formulated treatment protects
paintwork from fading and deterioration and removes the need for waxing for up to 5 years guaranteed.

ThatÃ�s not all, Toughseal can be applied to new and used vehicles to achieve a permanently glossy coating
which actually increases the manufacturers gloss levels by up to 40%. So, new cars will look even sleeker than
the day they left the showroom.

The long-term benefits are clear; enhanced residual value of vehicles through long-term protection against
damage caused by corrosion, salt, fading, pollution, heat, acid rain, birdlime and ultraviolet rays. Not to
mention the time and costs savings from having a car that repels dirt and grime and requires no further waxing.

ToughsealÃ�s unique Advanced Acrylic-PTFE formulation is a two-stage process that is guaranteed for five
years from application, as long as the surface is cleaned every six months with ToughsealÃ�sDry Wash&
Guard and harsh stains such as bird-lime are removed within seven days of occurrence.

The product is complemented with a Vinyl & Leather Protector and Fabric Protector, which afford high levels
of protection to vehicle interiors.

Managing Director, Stuart Grimshaw comments Ã�We developed Toughseal because we saw the need for a
truly long-lasting cost effective paint protection system. The unique formulation of Acrylic and PTFE means
that Toughseal chemically bonds to the paintwork, we guarantee that it will not wash or wear off in a matter of
months.

Toughseal is also used on boats and planes because of its durability and adaptability to severe weather
conditionsÃ�.

Dealers in new and used vehicles are set to benefit from offering the latest in paint protection technology, not
only will their vehicles maintain a showroom shine as long as they are on the forecourt, the product also
represents a considerable profit opportunity and customer satisfaction

For more information, please visit our website at www.paintprotection.co.uk or call Karen Betteley at Splash
Products Ltd on +44 (0)1457 852176 for kit prices and brochure.
BS EN ISO 9002 approved company.
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Contact Information
Stuart Grimshaw
Splash Products Ltd
http://www.paintprotection.co.uk
+44 (0) 1457 852176

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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